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son of interflux is a 1986 children s novel by gordon korman plot simon irving has
just moved to the town of greenbush new york with his parents his father is the
senior vice president of interflux a large corporation that makes only parts of
things gordon korman 4 21 800 ratings51 reviews even though his father is
senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads his high school
classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a new complex and
take over some city land genres young adult fiction humor childrens canada teen
chapter books more son of interflux mass market paperback march 1 1988 even
though his father is senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads his
high school classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a new
complex and take over some city land son of interflux gordon korman simon s
father is the head on interflux the world s largest manufacturer of zipper teeth
and thousands of other random things now interflux wants to build a giant factory
right on top of simon s school what can simon do simon has just moved to a new
town and a new art school interflux the world s largest corporation plans to tear
down the woods next to the school to build a factory so simon abstracts the
student council funds buys a tiny strip of land between the new factory site and
the road and builds a fence on the land son of interflux paperback nov 1 2006 by
gordon korman author 16 see all formats and editions it pays to be an underdog
especially when you end up on top simon s father is the head of interfl ux the
largest manufacturer of useless things in the world by gordon korman scholastic
canada ltd isbn 9780439938730 paperback 288 pages 5 03 x 7 76 ages 12 up it
pays to be an underdog especially when you end up on top simon s father is the
head of interflux the largest manufacturer of useless things in the world now
interflux wants to build a factory right on top of simon s school son of interflux
author gordon korman publisher scholastic 1988 isbn 0590430130
9780590430135 length 274 pages simon irving the son of the vice president of
interflux the worlds largest corporation that only produces useless things just
moved to greenbush new york and is trying to stop his father gordon korman cbc
books cbc posted mar 02 2017 9 39 am pst last updated july 11 2017 it pays to
be an underdog especially when you end up on top simon s father is the head of
even though his father is senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads
his high school classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a
new complex and take over some city land genre young adult fiction product
description from school library journal grade 7 10 this zany but rather pointless
romp pits simon irving against his father vice president of interflux corporation to
save a piece of open land next to his high school language english even though
his father is senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads his high
school classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a new
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complex and take over some city land access restricted item son of interflux by
gordon korman 4 50 2 ratings 12 want to read 1 currently reading 3 have read
even though his father is senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads
his high school classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a
new complex and take over some city land publish date 1988 publisher summary
simon irving is starting over in a new place again thanks to his father s job as
senior vice president at interflux the world s largest corporation he ends up
getting into the local arts school with his talent for painting and finally starts to
make some friends who don t hate him because of who his father is son of
interflux indigo shop similar products indigo kids baby kids books fiction ebook
preview son of interflux gordon korman nov 01 2006 9 12 years 9 99 50 plum
points paperback 9 99 1 of net proceeds from this book helps children in high
needs communities through the indigo love of reading foundation ship to me
simon has just been accepted into nassau arts a prestigious high school for the
literary and performing arts and he is afraid that he will become known as son of
interflux before he has a chance to establish himself as a serious aspiring artist
son of interflux gordon korman on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers
son of interflux son of interflux literature create new a gordon korman novel
following simon irving the new painting student at a high school for artistically
gifted students simon s father runs interflux a company which produces parts of
things needed to make bigger things interflux electronics specialises in
researching developing and producing soldering materials for electronics
manufacturers best known for soldering fluxes solder pastes solder wires and
soldering alloys
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son of interflux wikipedia Apr 30 2024
son of interflux is a 1986 children s novel by gordon korman plot simon irving has
just moved to the town of greenbush new york with his parents his father is the
senior vice president of interflux a large corporation that makes only parts of
things

son of interflux by gordon korman goodreads
Mar 29 2024
gordon korman 4 21 800 ratings51 reviews even though his father is senior
executive vice president of interflux simon leads his high school classmates in
thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a new complex and take over
some city land genres young adult fiction humor childrens canada teen chapter
books more

son of interflux korman gordon 9780590411868
amazon com Feb 28 2024
son of interflux mass market paperback march 1 1988 even though his father is
senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads his high school
classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a new complex and
take over some city land

son of interflux gordon korman Jan 27 2024
son of interflux gordon korman simon s father is the head on interflux the world s
largest manufacturer of zipper teeth and thousands of other random things now
interflux wants to build a giant factory right on top of simon s school what can
simon do

son of interflux gordon korman amazon com
books Dec 26 2023
simon has just moved to a new town and a new art school interflux the world s
largest corporation plans to tear down the woods next to the school to build a
factory so simon abstracts the student council funds buys a tiny strip of land
between the new factory site and the road and builds a fence on the land
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son of interflux korman gordon 9780439938730
books Nov 25 2023
son of interflux paperback nov 1 2006 by gordon korman author 16 see all
formats and editions it pays to be an underdog especially when you end up on
top simon s father is the head of interfl ux the largest manufacturer of useless
things in the world

son of interflux scholastic canada Oct 24 2023
by gordon korman scholastic canada ltd isbn 9780439938730 paperback 288
pages 5 03 x 7 76 ages 12 up it pays to be an underdog especially when you end
up on top simon s father is the head of interflux the largest manufacturer of
useless things in the world now interflux wants to build a factory right on top of
simon s school

son of interflux gordon korman google books
Sep 23 2023
son of interflux author gordon korman publisher scholastic 1988 isbn 0590430130
9780590430135 length 274 pages

son of interflux gordon korman google books
Aug 22 2023
simon irving the son of the vice president of interflux the worlds largest
corporation that only produces useless things just moved to greenbush new york
and is trying to stop his father

son of interflux cbc books Jul 21 2023
gordon korman cbc books cbc posted mar 02 2017 9 39 am pst last updated july
11 2017 it pays to be an underdog especially when you end up on top simon s
father is the head of

son of interflux by gordon korman fantastic
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fiction Jun 20 2023
even though his father is senior executive vice president of interflux simon leads
his high school classmates in thwarting the giant corporation s plan to build a
new complex and take over some city land genre young adult fiction

son of interflux 9780590430135 books amazon
ca May 19 2023
product description from school library journal grade 7 10 this zany but rather
pointless romp pits simon irving against his father vice president of interflux
corporation to save a piece of open land next to his high school

son of interflux korman gordon free download
borrow Apr 18 2023
language english even though his father is senior executive vice president of
interflux simon leads his high school classmates in thwarting the giant
corporation s plan to build a new complex and take over some city land access
restricted item

son of interflux by gordon korman open library
Mar 17 2023
son of interflux by gordon korman 4 50 2 ratings 12 want to read 1 currently
reading 3 have read even though his father is senior executive vice president of
interflux simon leads his high school classmates in thwarting the giant
corporation s plan to build a new complex and take over some city land publish
date 1988 publisher

son of interflux by gordon korman amy s
marathon of books Feb 16 2023
summary simon irving is starting over in a new place again thanks to his father s
job as senior vice president at interflux the world s largest corporation he ends up
getting into the local arts school with his talent for painting and finally starts to
make some friends who don t hate him because of who his father is
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son of interflux indigo Jan 15 2023
son of interflux indigo shop similar products indigo kids baby kids books fiction
ebook preview son of interflux gordon korman nov 01 2006 9 12 years 9 99 50
plum points paperback 9 99 1 of net proceeds from this book helps children in
high needs communities through the indigo love of reading foundation ship to me

cm magazine son of interflux Dec 14 2022
simon has just been accepted into nassau arts a prestigious high school for the
literary and performing arts and he is afraid that he will become known as son of
interflux before he has a chance to establish himself as a serious aspiring artist

son of interflux gordon korman 9780590245135
amazon com books Nov 13 2022
son of interflux gordon korman on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers
son of interflux

son of interflux literature tv tropes Oct 12 2022
son of interflux literature create new a gordon korman novel following simon
irving the new painting student at a high school for artistically gifted students
simon s father runs interflux a company which produces parts of things needed to
make bigger things

interflux electronics Sep 11 2022
interflux electronics specialises in researching developing and producing
soldering materials for electronics manufacturers best known for soldering fluxes
solder pastes solder wires and soldering alloys
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